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The ski resorts of the Alps in your own living room. The fourth edition of the wall map by Marmota
Maps has been released. It displays all 630 ski resorts in the entire Alpine area with a minimum combined slope length of five kilometers.
“We are more than happy that the new releases of our very first map continue to be so popular”,
Stefan Spiegel says. “Since the release of the third edition, one year ago, a lot has changed in the
Alps. Ski resorts have been merged or split. Some changed their names and there were also changes
of some slopes. That‘s why we have checked and updated all ski resort data in October 2017. This reduces the total number of ski resorts by three to 630.” Lana Bragina: „And we were also busy offside
the slopes. For instance, the new edition also shows regional borders of the Alpine countries. And we
have revised and reworked the waters, as well as the roads and passes.”
As in the previous editions all ski resorts are drawn in with their outer contours. With the data from
skiresort.info for each of the 630 ski resorts, divided by difficulty, blue, red, and black slope kilometers are listed, as well as the minimum and maximum height of each resort.
Edition 4 of the map of the 630 ski resorts of the Alps has been released on 1st November.
It costs 60 € and is available on www.marmotamaps.com and in selected shops.
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Marmota Maps is a project by Lana Bragina and Stefan
Spiegel in Hamburg, Germany. Both share a passion for
geography, design, and the graphical presentation of
data and information. Following a successful Kickstarter
campaign in 2015 they published the first transnational
map of the entire Alps with all ski resorts on it. With over
2,000 maps sold, they are constantly developing new creative design ideas and products. Because of their love for
the mountains, the focus of Marmota Maps lies primarily
in the Alpine region. But the start-up is also exploring
other topics and regions.
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We are happy to provide additional information and
graphics on demand. Please feel free to contact us.
Lana Bragina and Stefan Spiegel are available for interviews and will happily talk about their motivation, their
project Marmota Maps and their desire for the mountains up in Northern Germany.
Stefan Spiegel
+49 172 57 61 618
stefan@marmotamaps.com

